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ON THE SCALING STRUCTURE FOR PERIOD DOUBLING
by
Garrett Birkhoff, Marco Martens & Charles Tresser

Abstract. — We describe an order on the set of scaling ratios of the generic uni
versal smooth period doubling Cantor set and prove that this set of ratios forms
itself a Cantor set, a Conjecture formulated by Coullet and Tresser in 1977. This
result establishes explicitly the geometrical complexity of the universal period dou
bling Cantor set. We also show a convergence result for the two period doubling
renormalization operators, acting on the codimension one space of period doubling
maps. In particular they form an iterated function system whose limit set contains a
Cantor set.

1. Definitions and Statement of the Results
A unimodal map with critical exponent a > 1 is an interval map that can be written
in the form / = 0o^o0, where 'i/j and <fi are orientation preserving CA diffeomorphisms
of [0,1], and qt : [0,1] —» [0,1] with t G (0, |] is the standard folding map (with critical
exponent a > 1) defined by
\x~t\a
Qt(x) = 1 dx +d1r+
that "folds" the interval at its unique critical point t, qt(t) = 1 and qf(t) = 0.
The space of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of the interval [0,1] with fixed
smoothness is denoted by DiffA'([0,1]). The space of unimodal maps with fixed critical
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exponent a > 1 and fixed smoothness can be represented by
U = DiffA ([0,1]) x (0, \] x Difffc([0,1]).
It carries what we call Ck-distances dk, k ^ 3, which combines the two Ck distances
on each of the two diffeomorphisms vb and qb with the distance between the parameters
t of the folding parts. Notice that in general, the critical point of / is Cf = <t)~l{t) ^ t.
Let pf be the unique fixed point of / G U. A map on the interval is renormalizable
if it exchanges some number N\ of subintervals. The return map on one of these
subintervals can again be renormalizable, exchanging this time N2 intervals. If the
process continues forever, one says the map is infinitely renormalizable. For precise
definitions and an account of the theory, see for instance [dMvS]. Except otherwise
specified when we say renormalizable, we mean renormalizable in the sense of period
doubling, i.e., the map exchanges two intervals. We will only consider infinitely
renormalizable maps with N\ = N2 = • • • = 2.
Fix a critical exponent a > 1. We consider the set W of maps / : [0,1] —> [0,1]
with f(cf) = 1 and /(l) = 0 which are infinitely renormalizable. The critical point
defines two invariant intervals
Uf = [f2(cf)J4(cf)]

and Vf =

[f(cf),f(cf)}.

To these two intervals correspond two renormalization operators RQ : W —* W and
R1 : W -> W defined by:
R*f=[f2\Vf],
and Rif = [f2\Uf],
where [•] means affine resettling to obtain a unimodal map on [0,1] that sends its
critical point to 1 and 1 to 0.
Observe, both operators preserve W and R \ is the critical point period doubling
renormalization operator which has been most studied in the literature (see in par
ticular [La], [Ly], [Mc], [dMvS], [S2], and references therein for the case when a is
an even integer, and [El], [E2] and [Ma2] for arbitrary a > 1).
Let Tn be the set of all words of length n over the alphabet {0,1}. Wre denote by T
the set of all infinite words of the form wl°° over the alphabet {0,1}, and by T the set
of all infinite words over the alphabet {0,1}, equipped with the usual metric. Notice
that each Tn naturally embeds into T. For any word r G T, we will write r^ny G Tn
for the initial segment of length n of r. We are going to consider the iterated function
system generated by RQ and R\. To this end, we define:
Rr{n} = Rr(l) O • • • O RT{n) : W —+ W,
and we will prove the following convergence result for this iterated function system.
Theorem 1.1. — For any fixed point fo of RQ, there is a Holder-continuous map h
T —> W such that for any r G T
lim Rr, , fn = h(r).
n —> oc
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Moreover, the convergence of the sequence {RT{n}fo} is exponential in the C2-metric.
A similar statement holds for any fixed point f\ of R\.
Remark 1.2. — For any a > 1, the existence of a fixed point f\ of R\ is proven in
[El, E2] and [Ma2]. We will show (see Lemma 2.4) that the existence of afixedpoint
fi for Ri is equivalent to the existence of a fixed point fo for R0. The uniqueness of
fi in the case when a is an even integer was proven in [S2]. In the sequel we will fix
fo and fi to be fixed points of respectively Ro and Ri.
Remark 1.3. — The set h(T) of limits limn_^oo RT{n} fo is denoted by A C W. Here
the notation A represents the fact that we believe, but do not prove, that the set A
is indeed the attractor of the iterated function system generated by Ro and Ri, and
in particular does not depend on the initial point, chosen here to be foThe second Main result, Theorem 1.10, describes the structure of the set A in the
case when a = 2. It relies on convexity properties of fo and Ri(fo)Convexity Conditions 1.4. — We assume that:
CI /o|[(/o)3(c/0), 1) is strictly convex,
C2 Ri(fo)\[{Ri{fo)f{cRlUo)), 1] is strictly convex.
Remark 1.5. — In section 4 we will show that CI actually holds true in the case when
successive Ri renormalizations of a convex function converge to fi'. this is known to
be the case when a is an even integer. Furthermore, as we will explain, one can check
that both CI and C2 hold true in the most important case of generic (quadratic)
critical points, a = 2.
Recall that a Cantor set is a perfect and totally disconnected compact metric space.
Proposition 1.6. — If the Convexity Conditions CI and C2 hold true, then the limit
set A of orbits of fo under the interated function system defined by Ro and Ri is a
Cantor set.
For completeness and to fix notations and definitions, we include some basic dis
cussion of the scaling function, whose origin is rather diffuse: first conjectures about a
form of it appeared in [CT], the name and a form of it come from [F], while what was
arguably the first theorem about it was in a never circulated work by Feigenbaum and
Sullivan cited in [SI]. The literature on scaling functions is extensive and discusses
scaling functions beyond the context of dynamics. In particular, in [KSV] a relation
with the thermodynamic formalism appeared.
Let A be the invariant Cantor set of fo- In the sequel we will remind the dynamical
construction of covers of A by finitely many intervals. These covers, called cycles,
form a refining nest of covers of this Cantor set. The scaling function contains the
infinitesimal geometrical information on how these covers refine. It will be shown that
the Cantor set A is, from a geometrical point of view, very different from the well
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known middle third Cantor set, in which each refinement is done everywhere in the
same manner.
Although, the Cantor set A is the invariant set of a non expanding map, it is also the
invariant Cantor set of an expanding interval map, the so-called presentation function
[R], [SI], a great remark that Rand attributes to Misiurewicz. As we next recall, this
directly follows from fo being a renormalization fixed point that is expanding to the
right of pfo.
Let U = Ufo and V = Vfo = [1 - v, 1]. The affine (scaling) map s : [0,1] -» [0,1]
defined by s : x \—> v - (x — 1) + 1 is a homeomorphism from A to AnV. This is a
direct consequence of the fact that s conjugates /o = Ro(fo) = s_1o/02os to f§. Also
the restriction,
fo\V: Anv—>

An/7,

is a homeomorphism so that the map g : [0,1] —> U defined by g = (fo\V) o s is a
homeomorphism from A to A D U. Let F : [0,1] —> [0,1] be the multivalued function
defined by the two branches
F0 = s: [0,1] —+[0,1]

and

FX = g : [0,1] —+ [0,1].

The branch FQ = s is affine, contracting, and orientation preserving while the branch
Fi = g is orientation reversing. Furthermore, the absolute value of the derivative of
Fi strictly increases as a consequence of the Convexity Condition CI, so that Fi is
also contracting (as pf0 is an expanding fixed point). It follows that the invariant set
of the iterated function system F = {F0, Fi} is A, the invariant Cantor set of /Q.
The cover {[/, V} of A is called the cycle of the first generation. The two intervals
of this cycle are permuted by the map fo. The Cantor set A is the intersection of a
decreasing sequence of covers we call respectively the cycles of generation n: the cycle
of generation n is the cover of A consisting of 2n intervals which are permuted by fo.
The intervals that form the nth cycle can be described as follows.
The construction of the cycles is made by using the iterated function system generated by Fo and F\. We will use a notation for the words describing sequences of
compositions of these maps that will be different from the one we used in the definition of the iterated function system generated by RQ and R\. Namely, we write £n
for the set of words w = w(l)w{2)... w(n) of length \w\ = n over the alphabet {0,1},
and E for the set of infinite sequences over the alphabet {0,1} with the usual metric.
Let
Iw = Fw(n) ° - - - ° ^ ( l ) ( [ 0 , l ] ) .
The nth cycle consists of the intervals Iw with w a word of length n.
Lemma 1.7. — The way fo permutes these intervals is described by addition mod 2n
on the words indexing the intervals. In particular, if c is the critical point of fo then
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c G I\n and fo(c) G Ion. Moreover, f{I\n) = Ion and
4/i = ^i(^) = /o °
a diffeomorphism for each word not equal to ln, n ^ 1.
Proof. — Let w be a word of length n — 1. Then
4 / i = ^ i ( ^ ) = /o °

= fo(Iwo),

which proves that fo permutes the intervals as stated.
The orientation of an interval Iw is defined to be the number
o(w) = ( - l ) # ( w ) ,
where #(w) is the number of I s in w. Ihe shut of a word w — w{l)w{2)... w[n) is
defined as
a(w) — w(2)w(S)... w(n).
Observe, that
Iw C Ia(w) •
In particular, the nth cycle has two intervals in each interval of the (n — l)th cycle:
1-Qw I J-iw C! Iiw
The scaling function qn : w —
i > (0,1) assigns to each word w of length n the ratio
\u
Qn{w) = I
xx+x1x
The a priori bounds on the possible values of qn, as presented in [Mai] for example
imply
4/i = ^i(^) = /o °
for some fixed p < 1. From this and the smoothness of fo it follows that the sequence
qn converges to a Holder function q : E = {0,1}N —» (0,1). This function q is what
we call the scaling function, in minor departure from some previous authors.
The next proposition describes properties of the scaling function. To formulate this
proposition we need an order on E: with w standing for the maximal word such that
w\ = ww1 and w2 = ww2, we say that W\ is strictly smaller than w2 (or w\ -< w2)if
and onlv if
4/i = ^i(^) = /o °4/i = ^i(^) = /o °
Proposition 1.8. — If the Convexity Conditions hold true then q is strictly monotone.
Furthermore, under the same hypothesis, there exists constants C > 0 and r < 1
such that if w-i -< w2 and wi (k) — w2(k) whenever k < n then
q(w2) > q(w!) + Crn
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Remark 1.9. — If the Convexity Conditions Cl and C2 hold true, Proposition 1.8
confirms the 1977 Conjecture in [CT] that the limit set of the ratios qn(w) defining
the period doubling Cantor set is itself a Cantor set.
In particular, we thus have the following
Theorem 1.10. — In the case of quadratic critical point, a = 2, we have the following.
- The Convexity Conditions holds true.
- The universal period doubling scaling function q is strictly monotone and the
range forms a Cantor set.
- The limit set A of orbits of fo under the interated function system defined by Ro
and R\ is a Cantor set.
This Theorem establishes explicitly the geometrical complexity of the universal
period doubling Cantor set: for related matters, see [GT] and [T].
Acknowledgements. — H. Epstein and O.E. Lanford discovered a relation between the
fixed points of Ro and R\. Roughly speaking this relation states that if f(x) — h(x2)
represents the fixed point of R\ then g(x) = (h(x))2 represents the fixed point of RoThis result was not published. However, it was the main inspiration for Section 2. In
particular, Lemma 2.4 contains this result.
2. Decompositions and Convergence
The notion of decomposition, introduced in [Ma2], is a tool to describe the com
binatorial aspects of universality. In this section, after some background on decom
positions, we prove the convergence properties stated in Theorem 1.1.
The set Tn is ordered by the embedding into the natural numbers defined by
n
T(1)T(2) ...rin) vr(i)'2n-\
2=1
Consider also the embedding jn : Tn —> Tn+i defined by
jn'T\

> rl.

This embedding preserves the order. Observe that T inherites an order from the orders
on the sets Tn, which extends to the order on T such that r1 < r2 iff ^sssdd r2n^ for
all n ^ 1. The elements of T are called decomposition times.
For the order <, the successor in Tn of ln G Tn is 0n G Tn and the predecessor
in Tn of 0n G Tn is ln. The successor of r G T in Tn is denoted by rn+ and the
predecessor is denoted by rn_.
The nonlinearity of an orientation preserving diffeomorphism <p G Diff2([0,1]) is
770 = D l n D 0 G C ° ( [ O , l ] ) .
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A decomposed unimodal map is a map
/:T^Diff3([0,i])u(o,±]
with the following properties
-fxd d dd the folding part of / represents an element qt of the standard folding
family, so we have fx d = t G (0, | ] ,
- j(r) G Diff3([0,1]) for r ^ 1°°, (the diffeomorphic parts of / ) .
]Ct6T\{1°°} l^/(r)lo < 00 '
Er€Tx{loc} \Drlf(r)\0 < OO.
The set U of decomposed unimodal maps carries the metric d defined by
d(f,g) =

i ^ » - ^ ( r ) i i + i/a00)-^!00)!4/i = ^i(^) lwlw
The two summability conditions for decomposed unimodal maps allow to define
what we call compositions associated to decomposed unimodal maps. Namely, if one
considers a finite set Tn of decomposition times, the composition associated to / and
Tn is defined as
0(f, n) = fiV'-'O) o • • • o /(O""1!) o / ( 0 « ) o q?nnv
otherwise speaking, the folding part followed by the diffeomorphic parts in the order
of the decomposition times (so that the end result of the composition is a unimodal
map). In [Ma2] it is shown that this composition, when defined for decomposed
unimodal maps over the sets Tn, extends to a composition operator still denoted O:
O : U —>U
where U is equipped with the C2 metric, which is a Lipschitz map. This composition
operator is based on a choice. Namely, the composition starts with the folding part
Qj(Viy We could as well start at any decomposition time r G T/v, N ^ 1 and consider
for each n ^ N the compositions defined by
0(r, / , n) = / ( r " " ) o • • • o /(O""1!) o /(O") o q}

o / ( l ' ^ O ) o • • • o /(r"+) o /(r).

The same proof which was used in [Ma2] to construct O(f) shows the pointwise
convergence of the sequence 0 ( r , / , n ) as n —> oo, thus defining a map denoted O
again:
0:TxU
—>U.
Observe that 0(1°°,/) is the operator studied in [Ma2].
This construction can be generalized even more. Fix / G U and choose r2 > T\ in
TN. For each n ^ N define the diffeomorphism
0?(f,n)

= f(r2n~) o • • • o / ( T " + ) O / ( T ) O • • • O f(r"+) o /(Tl).

It follows from [Ma2] that these maps converge, and we set
OVt(f) = lim OlHf,n).
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Moreover, there is a constant Kj such that
]()%(/)-id\2^Kf

to/(T)lo.

{rGT|r2>r^ri}
Lemma 2.1. — The operator O extends continuously to an operator
0:TxU

—>U.

In particular, for each f G U there exists a constant Kj > 0 such that for any pair
72,n G T with r2 ^ n,
d2(0(r2J),0(T1J))^K?

4/i = ^i(^)
{reT|T2>r^Ti}
Moreover for each r>\ > r2 > T\ G T and f G U
0?(f)

=

0%(f)oO?(f).

Proof. — Fix f EU and choose r2 > T\ in T/v- Let h = 0 ^ ( / ) . The construction of
h implies directly
fcoOfr,, f) = 0(ro, f)oh.
This construction can be done for every pair of T[,T'2 G [r2, ri] H T. Hence, there is a
constant which only depends on f such that
d2(0(T.^f),0(Tif))

< Const •

\Vf(T)\o.
{tET\t2>t>Ti}
From this we get the continuous extension of O to T x L7, together with the estimate
stated in the Lemma. The composition rule clearly holds for the operators 0 ^ ( / , n )
and hence for the continuous extension of O.
•
We will also write Or(-) for 0(r, •). Let UQ be the set of renormalizable unimodal
maps and Uo = {Oi^)~1(UQ). A renormalization operator R : UQ —» U is constructed
in [Ma2] such that
Oloc O R = RX O O\oa
A decomposed unimodal map / G C/Q is said to be n times renormalizable iff / =
0 ( / ) G U is n times renormalizable: we then set f = (/) o qt with £ G (0, | ] . This
means there are pairwise disjoint intervals //,n, r G Tn, forming the nth cycle of / ,
such that
4/i = ^i(^)
- / : i"/,n —• 7^;r+ is a diffeomorpishm, whenever r ^ ln,
/ : ip\n —» /grf is onto.
Let g : / —> J be an endormorphism which has either one or zero critical point.
Then [g] : [0,1] —> [0,1] is a either a unimodal map or an orientation preserving
diffeomorphism obtained by affine scaling of the domain and image of g.
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Lemma 2.2. — Let f G U be n times renormalizable and 0(f) = / = 4>o qt G ZYo with
t G (0, ±1. For n ^ 1 and r G Tn C T
-

Of+(Rnf) = [f\lfin],
Or°~(Rnf)
= [qt\lt>%
o;n;0oo(fln/) = M(7tW'n)].

The reader is refered to [Ma2] for the precise definition of the renormalization
operator R : Uo —» U, from which the Lemma immediately follows. This lemma
indeed captures all the properties of the renormalization operator R that we will
need.
Proposition 2.3. — For every r G Tn C T
OT o Rn — RT o O\oo,

and Oro°o o Rn = RT o Oo°°.

Proof. — Let / G C/ be n ^ 1 times renormalizable and
0(f) = OMf)

= f = <l>oqt£ltQ

with £ G (0, | ] . As in the proof of Lemma 3.1 shows that for every n > 1 and
r G Tn C T
RT(f) = [fl\IfTn]
Let ri = r, r*,. = r^_15 for k = 2, 3 , . . . , 2n. The composition rule for the operators
OrT\ and Lemma 2.2 imply
Ot o R"(f) = C £ n (Rnf) o • • • o O ^ J T / ) o 0£(iT7)
= [/l^,'!]o---°[/l^"]°[/l^"1
= [/2'V/;"]
= ^n(/)
=
RrOO^if).
The second equation is proved similarly.

•

Lemma 2.4. — The operators i?o and R \ havefixedpoints. Furthermore, for any even
integer a, both operators RQ and R \ have a uniquefixedpoint.
Proof. — It was shown in [Ma2] that the operator R has a fixed point. The previous
proposition implies that a fixed point / <E Uo of R produces fixed points of RQ and
R\. Namely,
Ri(Oi~(f))

= Oioo(f)

and

RJOoooif)) = 0„~(/).

Claim 2.5. — For each fixed point f G U of R\ (or Ro) there exists a unique fixed
point of R, say f G U such that O i ° o ( / ) — f (or 0o°°(/) = f)-
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Proof. — Let f = 4>oqteUbea, fixed point of R \ (the case of a fixed point for RQ
can be treated the similarly). Choose / G U such that
Oi~(/) = /For example, consider f G U defined by
4/i = ^i(^) = /o °xx
- /(01°°) - 0,
- fir) = id for r ± l00^!00.
The definition of f and the fact that Oioo oi? = ft 0O100, implies
Oiccfi?"/) = / , n > 1.
We will show
lim Rnf=fe
71—>00

U.

with
Rf = f<md Oioc(/) = /.
Let n ^ 1 and T3 > T2 > Ti G Tn+i three consecutive decomposition times in Tn+i
with T3,TI G Tn. Observe, that T3 and ri are consecutive points in Tn. From Lemma
2.2 we get
0£(JT+7) =

0%(Rn+1f)oO?(Rn+1f)

= \f\ikn+l]o\f\ifT:n+x]
= lf\H:n+1}
= [fi//:ni,
where we used that / is a fixed point of R\. Again from Lemma 2.2 we get fl tms =—
0TJ(Rnf). Hence.
OVHRn+1f) = OlHRnf)This should be interpreted as Rn+l f being a refinement of Rn f. In [AMM] it has
been shown that there is a constant K > 0 and p < 1 such that
|(OL3(^+1/)-id)|2^iv -p".
rieTn
This implies that limn^oo i?n/ = f G U. In particular, this implies that / is a fixed
point of R which projects by O\oo to /. This concludes the existence part of the
Claim.
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We can use Lemma 2.2 to identify /(r), r G T/v- Namely,
ffr) = lim Rnf(r)
sscd
= lim o:"+0°°fi?nn
ri—>oo
= lim \qt\n>n\
n—*oo
= \<k\m
where we used that / is a fixed point of R\ to obtain the last equality. This implies
the uniqueness part of the Claim.
•
It has been shown in [S2] that the operator R\ has a unique fixed point when
a is an even integer. Now the uniqueness part of Lemma 2.4 follows by using the
Claim.
•
Proof of Theorem 1.1. — Let fo be a fixed point of Ro and fo £ U the unique fixed
of R with Oo- (fQ) = f0. Let h : T
W be defined by
h(T)=0T(fQ).
For any Ti,T2 G T let \r2 — T\\ be the maximal length for which initial segments of
the word T\ and r2 of that length agree. In [AMM] it has been shown that there is
a constant K > 0 and p < 1 such that
4/i = ^i(^) = /o °xx
r2 > r > n
Recall that T{n} is the word consisting of the first n symbols of a word r G T. From
Lemma 2.1 we get
d2(h(T{n}0™),h(T))^K-p"
Theorem 1.1 follows from Proposition 2.3. Namely,
Rr{n}fo — Rr{n} ° OQOO fo

s+s1s+s1ss1sc
= Or{n}o°°/o
- h(TM0~)

h(r),

where the convergence is exponential.
3. The monotonicity of the scaling function
The monotonicity of the scaling function q, as formulated in Proposition 1.8 is based
on the following combinatorial Lemmas. First we will concentrate on these Lemmas
and prove Proposition 1.8. Secondly, Proposition 1.8 is used to prove Proposition 1.6.
Although decomposition times and the words used to define the intervals Iw are
conceptually different, the following Lemma shows that they are strongly related.
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Lemma 3.1. — For every word w of length n
4/i = ^i(^) = /o °w
Proof. — The proof is by induction in n. For n = 1 the Lemma restates the definition of Ro and R\. Assume the Lemma holds for some n ^ 1. Choose a word
w of length n and consider the two intervals IQW and I\w. These intervals are contained in Iw and each contains a boundary point of Iw. Using the induction hypothesis Rw(fo) = [f§n\Iw] and the fact that f§n\Iw permutes IQW and Iiw we get that
Row(fo) = Ro(Rw(fo)) and Riw(f0) = Ri(Rw(fo)) correspond to either of f2n+1\I0w
or f2n+1\Ilw.
It is left to identify which of the two intervals corresponds to £7#u,(/0) (resp. to
VRU.(/O))- The maP fo Permutes the intervals Iw> with \w'\ — n + 1 according to
addition mod.2N on the words indexing the intervals, as described in Lemma 1.7.
Observe that
lw = 0w + 2n -1.
This means that f§l\Iow is monotone because OK; + k • 1, k < 2n never equals the
word ln+1 and /o|An+1 1S the only place where monotonicity of fo fails. Hence,
* M / o ) = Ro([ff\Iw]) = [(/o2")2|/o»]
and
Riw(fo) = Ri([ff\Iw})

= [(ff)2\hw}.

In the sequel we will identify Rw(fo) with fT\Iw.
\emma 3.2. — For every pair of words w and w°, the map
Rw°(fo) : IwOw0 > Iwlw°,
is monotone and onto.
Proof. — Let \w°\ = n. The action of fo on the intervals of length \w\ + 1 + \uP\ is
described by addition mod.2N on the words indexing the intervals (see Lemma 1.7).
In particular,
wlw° =wOw° + 2n -1.
Hence
fo (IwOw0) — Iwlw0By construction we have
Iwlw° ^ IwOw0 C Iwo.
Now the Lemma follows from Rwo(fo) — [fon\Iw°]i which we know from Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 3.3. — If the Convexity Condition holds then there exist constants C > 0 and
r G (0,1) with the following property. Let w be a word of with \w\ = n.
If o(w) = + 1 then
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- wQ < wl and wOO < wOl < wll < wlO
- qn+1(wO) < qn+i(wl)
- gn+2(w00) < gn+2(w01) < çn+2(^ll) < gn+2(wl0)
- qn+2{wll) > qn+2(w01) + Crn
If o(w) = — 1 then
- wl < wO and wlO < wll < wOl < wOO
- qn+1{wl) < qn+i(wO)
- qn+2(wlQ) < qn+2(wll) < gn+2(w01) < çn+2(wOO)
~~ yn+2 (wOl) > qn+2(wll) + Crn
Proof — The construction of the intervals Iw imply immediately the following. If
o(w) = 4-1 then the interval Iw contains the right boundary point of 1^). And if
o(w) = -1 then Iw contains the left boundary point of Ia(w). Using this, the convexity
of Fi and the fact that Fo is affine we get
Claim 3.4. — o(w) • gn+i(wO) < o(w) • qn+\(w\), for every word w with \w\ = n.
The case when o(w) = —1 of the Lemma can be proved similarly as the first case.
We will only present the proof in the case o(w) — +1. The first statement is merely
the definition of the order on the symbol space. The second follows directly from
Claim 3.4. This Claim also implies
tfn+2(w00) < gn+2(iu01),

and qn+2{wll) < gn+2(wlO).

To study the middle inequality, observe that
Ia(w)01 LI I(T(IU)11 C I\.
First observe that o(w01) = — 1 (and o(wll) = 1). In particular the negatively ori
ented interval IWQ\ contains the left boundary point of the interval Ia(w)oi- Moreover,
I<r{w)oi C loi C [0,/o(c/o)],
where 0 G I\ is the left boundary point of I\.
By Lemma 3.2 we have
Rl(fo) '• I<j(w)Ol > Icr{w)l\The Convexity Condition states that the absolute value of the derivative of this map
decreases strictly on the interval [0, /Q (C/0)]. NOW using
4,01 C I(r(w)Qi C [0,/o(C/o)]
and that the interval IWQI C Ia(w)oi contains the left boundary point of Ia(w)oii we
get
Hn+2 (wOl) < qn+2(wll).
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From the a priori bounds described for example in [Mai], we know that there are
constants C > 0 and r E (OA) such that
\Iw\>CrM
for all words w. This implies the final estimate of Lemma 3.3.
Let w be a word with \w\ = k. Then define the interval
Jw =fafc+l(wO),Çfc+ i(wl)l.
Proof of Proposition 1.8. — The proposition 1.8 is reformulated in
Claim 3.5. — Let w be a word with \w\ = k and \wh\ = n. Then
qn{wh) E Jw.
In particular,
Jiv h ^ J\w
Moreover, if w1 and w2 are distinct words of length k then J(wl) and J(w2) are
disjoint and the distance between them is larger than Crk.
Proof. — The proof of the first part of the Claim is by induction in n. For n = 2
the statement follows from the Lemma 3.3. Assume the Claim holds for all words wh
with \wh\ ^ n.
Consider a word wh = whhlh2 with \wh\ = n + 1 and
= \h2\ = 1. Then
Lemma 3.3 implies that for every pair of symbol x, y
qn+i(whxy) e \qn+i{whlO), qn+i(wh00)].
In particular,
qn+i(wh) G [qn+i(whlO),qn+i(whOO)\
= \qn(whl),qn(whO)\
d+d1dd+dr1
The above equality follows from the fact that qn+i(whlO) = qn(wh\) because the
interval Iwjll0 is obtained from Iw~hl by applying the affine branch F$. The other
boundary is treated similarly. The last inclusion follows from the induction hypothesis.
The proof of the second part of the Claim is by induction in k =
For k = 1 the
Claim considering the distance between Jo and J\ is a reformulation of the previous
Lemma. Assume, the Claim is proved up to some k ^ 1. Let w1 and w2 be two words
of length k + 1, say w1 — wlx and iv2 — w2y with \wl\ = \w2\ = k.
If wl differs from w2 then the Claim follows because
Jw1 C Jin1 i Jw2 ^ Jw'2
and the induction hypothesis. So we may assume that
w1 = wO. w2 = wl.
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Apply Lemma 3.3 again to conclude that Jwi and Jwi are disjoint with the appropriate
distance between them.
•
Proof of Proposition 1.6. — The proof of Proposition 1.6 relies on the relation be
tween the two iterated function systems generated by respectively {RQ,R\} and
{ F o , F i } as formulated in Lemma 3.1. Notice, the only difference between E and
T is that they carry different orders. The order does not play any role in the proof of
Proposition 1.6. We will use the symbol w for words which are in E = T. In Section 2
we constructed the continuous map h : E —> A (see Remark 1.3). Namely, for w G E ,
let
h(w) = lim Rw (f0).
In particular, this map is onto. It is left to show that h is injective.
Observe that every word w with \w\ = n
Pow(fo) — Ro(Rw(fo))'
In particular,
qn+i(0w) = |VRUI(/O)|.
Recall that for w G E we denote the word consisting of the first n symbols of w G E
by W{n}- Let wl,w2 G E be such that h(wl) = h(w2). Then
|ç(0V) - q(0w2)\ = Imi^ Iqn^Ow}^)

- qn+1(0w2{n})\

= lim \\VR (/o)| - \VR
(/o)||
n-*oo
«{n}
^ Const lim dist(iO (f0),Rw2 (fo))
fl—>OC> {n}
{n}
= Const • dist(/z(w;1), h(w2)) = 0.
The strict monotonicity of the scaling function, Proposition 1.8, implies w1 = w2.
This proves that h : E —* A is a homeomorphism.
4. The Convexity Condition
In this section the Convexity Condition will be studied.
Lemma 4.1. — Let f : ( - 1 , 1 )

( - 1 , 1 ) be C2. If

- / ( 0 ) = 0,
- Df(0) < -L
- D2fW < 0
then

D2(f)(0) < 0.
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Proof. — The chain rule applied to f2 gives
D2(f)(x)

= D2f(f(x)) • (Df(x))2 + Df(f(x)) • D2f(x).

Using the properties of / in x = 0 we get
Z?2(/2)(0) = D2f(0) • Df(0) • [Df(0) + 1] < 0.

•

Lemma 4.2. — Let C C W consisting of unimodal maps f G W, with negative
Schwarzian derivative (see [dMvS] for the definition), and the following property:
/|[0,c] is convex, where c is the critical point of f, and /|[c, 1] is strictly convex (The
derivative of f is decreasing over [0,1] but strictly decreasing on [c, 1]). Then
Ro{C) C C.
Proof — Let / G C with critical point c G [0,1] and let pj be its fixed point. Let
Vf = P U Q , where P, Q are the two intervals on which Rof is monotone. Choose
Q C Vf such that f(Q) C [0,c]. The convexity property of / implies directly the
strict convexity of Ro(f)\Q.
The Schwarzian derivative of / is negative. This implies that pf is an expand
ing fixed point, otherwise it would attract the critical point (see [dMvS]). Hence,
Df(pf) < — 1. The convexity condition of / allows us to apply the previous Lemma:
D2Mf)(Pf) < 0,
i.e. the derivative of f2 is decreasing in pf. Now, the Minimum Principle for maps with
negative Schwarzian derivative (again see [dMvS]), implies that Df2 is decreasing
monotonically to zero on the interval [pf: P], hence Rof G C.
•
Lemma 4.3. — The convexity condition CI holds true for any even critical exponent
a, the map fo\[pf0i 1] is strictly convex.
Proof. — Let qt G W be a standard folding map. Clearly, qt G C. From [S2] we have
lim

RZqt=fi.

Let / be the unique fixed point of R (with O i o o ( / ) = fi). As in the proof of Claim
2.5 we get for every / G U with 0^ (/) = qt that
lim Rnf = l
Hence,
lim Rr0lqt - lim 00ooRnf
= Oo~(/)
= /o,
where fo is the fixed point of RQ. This implies that the derivative of fo is decreasing
because of the previous Lemma . The renormalization fixed point fo is real analytic.
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Hence, the set E C [0,1] consisting of the flat points of /o, points where D2 fo vanishes,
is finite.
The map /0 is the fixed point of RQ. Hence, s(E), the map s is the affine scaling
of the interval [0,1] to V/0, is the set of flat points of R0f0(= f0). Let Q C Vf0 be the
maximal interval such that fo(Q) C [0, c]. Any non-flat point x G Q will be a non-flat
point of Rofo, this follows from the convexity, maybe not strict, of fo. Hence
s(E)DQ c E.
Assume, E fl [c, 1) 0 and let x G E D [c, 1) be the rightmost point. The fact that
fo is a renormalization fixed point implies that s(c) is the left boundary point of Q.
In particular we get
x < s(x) G s(E) H s([c, 1]) C E fl Q,
contradicting the fact that x was chosen to be the right most point in ED [c, 1). This
proves that fo does not have flat points in [p/0,1) C [c, 1).
•
Lemma 4.4. — 27ie convexity condition C2 /io/cfe £nze /or a = 2.
Proof. — In the case a = 2, an approximation of f\ can be found in [La]. We will
use the notation of [La]. The fixed point f\ is represented as g(z) = h(z2) where
\z\2 ^ 1.5. Actually, the map h defined on the disk Do = {z\\z\ ^ 1.5} where it is
analytic. The map h is approximated by a polynomial of degree 40.
40
h0(z) = 1 +

w+w1s

n=l
where
) G s(E) H s([+w1w
It is also shown in [La] that
\h(z) - ho(z)\ ^ 1.5-lu"23,

z G D0.

From Lemma 2.4 we get that the map f(z) = (h(z))2, z G Do represents the fixed
point fo of Ro, the maps are equal up to an affine scaling. The map P(z) = (ho(z))2,
z G Do, approximates this fixed point. For both maps the dynamically relevant
interval is [0,1]: /([0,1]) = [0,1] and P([0,1]) = [0,1].
To prove the convexity condition C2 it suffices to show the strict convexity of f2
restricted to the interval [/6(cj), 1].
Claim 4.5. — The derivative of of ho restricted to DQ satisfies
\Dho(z)\ < 14.0
This estimate follows from the bounds on the coefficients of the polynomial ho.
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Claim 4.6. — For z e D0
|P(2)-/(z)Ki.o-icr2C
and the derivative of P restricted to the disk DQ satisfies
\DP{z)\ ^ 700.
The bound on the coefficients of the polynomial ho imply that /io({2:||z| ^ 1-5}) is
contained in a disk of radius 23 around 0. The bounds on the distance between h and
ho and the fact that the derivative of the map z > z2 is bounded by 50 on the disk
of radius 23 around 0, finishes the proof of this Claim.
Let D be the1/1500neighborhoodof the interval [0,1].
Claim 4.7. — The map f2 is defined on D (and is analytic). Moreover
\f2(z) -P2(z)\ <: 10~17,

zeD.

The fact that f2 is well defined on D follows from the fact that P maps D well
inside the disk of radius DQ and that P and / are close on Do- The estimate on the
distance between f2 and P2 on D follows from the bound on the derivative of P and
the very small distance between / and P.
Claim 4.8. — For every z G [0,1]
\D2P2(z)-D2f2(z)\

^ 1.0-10-7

and
\D3P2{z) - D3f2(z)\ <: 1.0 • HT4
These bounds follow by applying the Cauchy integral formula for derivatives. Let
z0 e [0,1]. Then
1
\P2(z) - f2(z)\
\D2P2(z)-D2f2(z)\<:
dz
|*-*0|3
2tt JdD
1
1
2tt(1.5) ^ 1.0- 10~10.
sce . lQ-20
0.0013 '
2tt
The third derivative is treated similarlv.
It is left to find a lower bound for \D2P2(z)\ larger than 10~9. We will use tra
ditional cross ratio technology [dMvS] to reduce this question to a calculation in
finitely many points. Let h : T —+ h(T) be a diffeomorphism of the interval T to its
image and suppose it has negative Schwarzian derivative. Let M C T be a subinterval
and let L, R C T \ M be the two connected components of T \ M. Let
\h(L)\ \h(R)\
T = mii:
\h(M)\'\h(M)\.
Then
1 + r \h(M)\
\Dh(x)\ ^
x e M.
r ' \M\ '
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The nonlinearity of h is rj = D ln Dh = D2h/Dh. We have the following estimate
(l+r)|ft(M)|
x e M.
\V(x)\ < 2T2|M|2
The third inequality we will use is
ss1ed+se1
D3h ^
?-Dh
2y Dh '
in the case when Dh is negative.
We will apply these three estimates to the map f2 restricted to the interval [c/, 1]
with M = [/6(c/), 1]. The period two point of / and the position of f4(cf) can be
precisely estimated with the help of P. Using estimates for these two points gives the
following estimates
r ^ 0.2 and \M\ ^ 0.1, \f2(M)\ ^ 0.6.
This implies
\D(D2P2)(x)\ ^ -2.2 • 108,

x e M.

Claim 4.9. — For every z G [f6(cf ), 1]
\D2P2(z)\ ^ 0.5,
This is shown by numerical analysis. The second derivative of P2 is calculated in
a sequence of points with increment 10-9 over the interval [/6(c/), 1]. In these point
the second derivative of P2 is smaller than —1. The derivative estimate of D2P2 leads
to the lower bound as stated in the Claim.
•
The quadratic case, a = 2, as described in Theorem 1.10 follows from propositions
1.6 and 1.8, and lemmas 4.3 and 4.4.
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